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ABSTRACT
Lentiviruses are characterised by high genomic flexibility due to multiple
recombinations. The genomes are composed of many parts from different
strains and show an alternation of long variable and short conserved domains which can evolve differently and independently. For primate
lentiviruses conserved domains correspond to LTR-promotor regulatory
sequences and it is of particular interest to understand how important
genetic elements such as lentiviral-derived LTRs evolve. The analysis of
382 LTRs extracted from 298 primate lentivirus genomes including HIV-1,
HIV-2, Macaque, African Green Monkey, Sooty Mangabey, Chimpanzee,
Mandrill and Syke’s viruses is reported in this paper. We compared the U3
promoter sites responsible for cellular-related regulatory proteins binding
from upstream USF/Ets1 sequences to the TATA-box. The present investigation revealed a clustering of the different regulatory sequences that
clearly appeared as belonging to distinct HIV-1 or HIV-2 like-groups. The
nucleotidic sequences from simian viruses showed characteristics that were
shared by the two generic groups with occasionally slight modifications
peculiar to the concerned viral species. This situation allowed a better
subtyping distinction of the mosaic simian lentiviruses. More striking was
the occurrence of modified arrangements of these conserved sequences
revealing either a total or partial HIV-1 or HIV-2 organization. Some sequences exhibited a dual HIV-1/HIV-2 organization, which was representative of Chimpanzee and African Green Monkey viruses. Thus the question
arises about ancestral lentiviral sequences from which the recombinations
produced new emerging viruses to form evolution groups. Then we suggest a model in which the AGM genomes represent a key crossroad in the
herd evolution of primate lentiviruses.
 2012 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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“mosaic virus” and “quasi species” (for a review see
Krebs et al[1]), which integrate the non-uniform variaThe lentiviral genome is under continuous recombi- tion occurring along the genome between different genes
nation leading to the now generally admitted notions of and even parts of a single gene (e.g.[2]). These viruses
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can adapt to changes in the environment to allow continued reproduction and ensure infection spread. The
conserved domains of the lentiviral genomes are essential for viral expression and virulence. Their preservation is important for the group evolution through a permanent genomic reshaping. Numerous investigations on
lentivirus evolution based on the comparison of a single
or a few genes, and parts of genes raised the difficulty
to establish clear evolution trees that vary among the
different studies (e.g.[3-6]).
A reliable attempt was possible when using detailed
comparisons between key sequences which should be
conserved through evolution or modified in a conservative way, i.e. in an analogous approach such as defined by Bonhoeffer et al[7]. These modifications should
be coherent in the studied viral sub-group and should
form families characteristic of the proper group. A first
approach was to identify Conserved Lentiviral Sequences (CLS) as landmarks of genomic flexibility which
evidenced a viral sub-typing[8]. From that study, it appeared that the simian and other mammal lentiviruses
could be related either to HIV-1 or HIV-2 group and it
was of interest to examine such a distribution through
other well conserved domains.
The loss of phylogenetic information observed in
recombinating sequences[9, 10] led us to the subsequent
step which was to check the stable sites binding the
cellular-related regulatory factors in the LTR promoter
U3 domain and to compare the mapped organization
of the primate lentivirus LTRs. This paper presents the
computer analysis for the promoter regulatory sequences
of 382 LTRs belonging to 298 primate lentiviruses followed by the studies of their organization. We reconstituted the U3 part from the TATA-box to the upstream
USF/Ets1 sequences (i.e. the core and modulator elements). For this purpose 223 HIV-1, 38 HIV-2 and
121 simian LTRs were analyzed, either single or extracted from complete genomes. Such detailed comparisons allowed to determine modifications which led
to clearly distinguish between the HIV-1 and HIV-2
type sequences. A global survey showed an increasing
divergence and complexity of the structures from HIV1 to HIV-2 up to simian ones. More than the confirmation of the viral affiliation previously reported for CLSs[8],
this permitted a subtyping to avoid the confusion induced by the lentiviral genomic mosaic structure. The

simian LTRs generally presented either a HIV-1 or a
HIV-2 belonging with some unexpected dual HIV-1/
HIV-2 one mainly for African Green Monkey (AGM)
viruses. The combined studies of nucleotidic lexical
variations and of U3 general organization led to consider the results obtained as identifiers of the viral strains.
These characteristics may point to either an incomplete
convergence phenomenon or a potential herd evolution
scheme when considering common ancestral sequences.
Such data led us to consider the AGM viruses as an
early landmark in the suggested evolution model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Complete genomes and single LTRs
The referenced lentiviral complete genomes and
single LTRs were extracted from Genbank database.
The list of analyzed sequences is reported in “Supplemental data” available on line. These sequences represent 223 LTRs belonging to 176 HIV-1 strains (noticed 223/176, comprising 10 HIV-1-O and 213 HIV1 other strains), 38/27 for HIV-2s and 47/39, 34/27,
19/11, 12/10, 6/6 and 3/2 for Macaque, African Green
Monkey (AGM), Sooty Mangabey, Chimpanzee
(CPZ), Mandrill and Syke’s viruses, respectively.
Methodology
Several published papers presented different
schemes for the HIV-1 LTR organization (e.g.[1, 11-14]).
In the present work we chose for HIV-1s the sequences
described in the review by Jones and Peterlin[12] as many
of the regulatory domains reported in other papers corresponded to split parts of these sequences. For identical reasons and to allow a harmonization between all
regulatory lentiviral sequences, we selected for HIV-2s
those described by Guyader et al[15]. The reference sequences checked for detection in human and simian viruses were:
- HIV-1: TATA-box: TATAA, SP1/1:
GGGGAGTGGC, SP1/2: TGGGCGGGACT, SP1/3:
GGAGGCGTGGC, NF-êB1: GGGGACTTTCC,
NF-êB2: GGGACTTTCCG, LEF: TTCAAGAACTG,
Ets1: GCATCCGG, USF: CACATG;
- HIV-2: TATA-box: TATAAA, SP1/1:
GGTGGGGAAC, SP1/2: TGGGAGGAGC, SP1/3:
AAGGGAGGGAC, NF-êB1: GGGGCTGTAAC,
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NF-êB2: GGGACTTTCCA, LEF: GGAA
GTAGCTA, Ets1/1: GTACCCAG, Ets1/2:
ACATCCAG, USF: CACAAG.
The crude viral sequences were extracted from
Genbank and the Los Alamos Laboratory data bank
and corresponded either to LTR domains or complete
genomes from which only LTRs were considered. They
were listed and analyzed following a specific program
based on an algorithm that we designed, which permitted an automatic research of the desired sequence[2,
8, 16]
. The algorithm, used to match the sequences, was
appropriate to find reference-related sequences, up
to 30-50 bases. Some of the latter corresponded to
regulatory sites also characterized by their respective
positions on the viral genome. This method is not a
usual alignment process but a research of sequences
bearing particular properties. Thus, the studies considered both the nucleotide sequence (lexical determination) and the relative position of the site in the
LTR. Some of the detected sequences had a variability superior to 30%, which is thought to delimit generally admitted jump from one family to another one and

might fit with a possible biological significant divergence[8]. For comparison, another step studied sequences with a variability inferior or equal to 30% to
the reference sequences as discussed in the first chapter
of “Results-Discussion”. The regulatory sequences
were distributed under the HIV-1 or the HIV-2 type,
those presenting the same number of transitions to be
part of the HIV-1 or HIV-2 types were named “dual
sequences”.
RESULTS - DISCUSSION
The analysis of the LTR U3 part of primate
lentiviruses considered the number and the nature of
the conserved regulatory nucleotidic sequences (Figure 1, supplementary data available on line; TABLES
1 and 2) and their mapping organization (Figures 2 to
7). The type of association between the regulatory
sequences was investigated in order to define either
HIV-1 (yellow boxes) or HIV-2 (blue boxes) as identifier types. Sequences which presented the same number of nucleotide transitions to correspond to HIV-1

TABLE 1 : LTR regulatory sequences of human and simian genomes. The first line indicates, from right to left in order to
reproduce the organization of the LTR, the name of the studied sequences from the TATA box upstream to the USF domain. The
yellow, blue, green and white areas represent HIV-1, HIV-2, dual HIV-1/HIV-2 and non-sequences, respectively. These areas
are proportional to the percentage of the respective detections. The HIV-1* quotation indicates the viral strains which do not
belong to the HIV-1-O type.
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TABLE 2 : Number and percentage of LTR regulatory sequences presenting variations  30%. For each sequence, the three
columns indicated the number of sequences presenting variations  30%, the total number of studied sequences and the
percentage of sequences presenting variations  30%, respectively. The colors are as for Table 1. The HIV-1* quotation
indicates the viral strains which do not belong to the HIV-1-O type.
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totally identified when referring to Krebs et al[1] since
more than one third of the sequences could not be classified. Thus the sequences could belong either to HIVDetermination mode of LTR classification
1 or HIV-2 according to the considered modifications
In the present paper, the viral character was ob- of the nucleotidic domain reference. The split sequences
served using as reference sequences the regulatory ones permitted refined studies of the viral expression regulareported by Jones and Peterlin[12] for HIV-1s and by tion[1], whereas the sequences we chose allowed the
Guyader et al[15] for HIV-2s. They were compared to harmonization of the human and simian domains together
those reported by Krebs et al[1] which corresponded with the HIV-1 and HIV-2 classification, the two types
to more split sequences. As an example, the AGM char- of studies being complementary.
acteristics were studied using the two groups of referIn addition to the compared lexical construction of
ences and the results are shown in a supplementary the domains (nucleotide alignment), the short regulaTABLE available on line, Sheets 3 and 4. When using tory sequences were retained when localized at a posithe Jones and Peterlin/Guyader references, a classical tion corresponding to that of the reference one. A HIVHIV-1 or HIV-2 belonging was detected together with type connection was possible and a global belonging
a dual HIV-1/HIV-2 characteristic. The latter was not (HIV-1, HIV-2 or HIV-1/HIV-2 types) was established
or HIV-2 type (green boxes) were named “dual sequences”.
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Figure 1 : Distribution of LTR regulatory sequences of simian viruses according to HIV belonging. Regulatory sequences are
depicted from the TATA upstream to the USF sequence, from right to left in order to reproduce the organization of the LTR.
The bars represent the percentage of each considered sequences. Colored bars correspond to sequences presenting a variation  30% and yellow, blue and green bars are for HIV-1, HIV-2 and dual HIV-1/HIV-2 sequences, respectively. Spotted bars
show the percentage of sequences with variations > 30%. HIV-1* quotation indicates the viral strains which did not belong to
HIV-1-O type.

for all the sequences for each virus family as reported
on TABLE 1. Further we studied the sequences when
presenting variations from the reference sequences inferior to the threshold leading to the generally admitted
species jump, i.e. inferior or equal to 30%. The number and the percentage of these sequences are detailed
in TABLE 2, which allowed to draw Figure 1. The results obtained under these conditions were close to those
shown with all the sequences in TABLE 1. Only part of
the sequences presented variations superior to 30% for
a few simian viruses (see spotted bars in Figure 1). They
were localized at the right position for each considered
sequence and were mainly situated in the distal promoter (LEF, Ets1, USF). These sequences did not intervene in the promoter basal activity but principally in
the viral host adaptation as discussed below. Conse-

quently, our studies were pursued considering all the
sequences when positioned at the right place.
Regulatory domain connections
U3 conserved domains are specific when considering the nature of the nucleotidic sequences (supplementary data available on line). The reference sequences were detected in the human and simian viral
LTRs among families characteristic of the HIV-1 or
HIV-2 reference group or both of them (dual HIV-1/
HIV-2 belonging). The human viral LTRs presented
exceptions when HIV-1 sequences were found in HIV2 LTRs and conversely (mixed belonging). TABLE 1
and Figure 1 summarize the connection of the simian
LTRs to the human ones, upstream the USF sequences
to the TATA-box. Generally the simian LTRs belonged
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Figure 2 : Scheme of the HIV-1 LTRs Relative positions of regulatory sequences from the TATA upstream to the USF sequence
are reported from right to left in order to reproduce the organization of the LTR. The numbers in red italic and between
parentheses indicate the single LTR recovered for the strains when they usually presented the 3’ and 5’ ones. The colors are
as in Figure 1 and double or tripled colored boxes indicate that they belong to HIV-1 and/or HIV-2 and/or HIV-1/HIV-2 type. The
numbers of indicated base pairs represent the distance between the regulatory sequences. The “standard” HIV-1 organization, 2 of the more representative modified LTRs and specific HIV-1-O ones are reported. “OV.” means overlapping concerning the number of indicated base pairs. The right part of the schemes from the dashed line corresponded to the conserved 3’
region of the LTR.

either to HIV-1 or HIV-2’s upstream from the TATAbox. The CPZ and about half AGM viruses were mainly
related to HIV-1, while Macaque, Sooty Mangabey,
Mandrill (except for half of the TATA-box) and Syke’s
viruses were close to HIV-2.
In the HIV-1s and HIV-2s the regulatory sequences
were homogeneous except for the HIV-1-O viruses
which exhibited a mixed belonging. Two types could
be distinguished in simian viruses: either they were of
the HIV-2 reference type (Macaque, Sooty Mangabey
and Mandrill viruses) or they presented a preferential
connection with many uncertainties, CPZ to HIV-1s or
AGM to HIV-2s. Generally, the proximal regulatory
sequences which mainly direct the viral expression (SP1,
NF-êB) were clearly discriminated while the distal ones
(Ets1, USF) presented a high rate of dual sequences.
Such characteristic showed that these viruses had no

rigid organization but large adaptation flexibility to the
host or external events. When all the regulatory sequences were distributed without taking into account
the 30% step of variations (see Materials and Methods), the scheme expressed in TABLE 1 was conserved
when compared to that designed on Figure 1. However two main differences appeared for the LEF sequences which were typical of HIV-2 in Macaque and
Sooty Mangabey viruses while they were not attributed in Figure 1. This sequence ambiguity corresponded
to the viral host-adaptation phenomenon through
ETs1[13, 17], LEF[18] or/and USF[19]. Cell-type specific
viral replication can be influenced by either SP1/3 or
NF-êB sites[14, 20] respectively, as well as both[21]. The
overlap of SP1 and NF-êB sites complicated also the
analysis[22] as did some dual belonging forms (e.g. SP1s
in HIV-1 or Chimpanzee viruses). The use of LTR se-
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Figure 3 : Scheme of the HIV-2 LTRs. See legend Figure 2. The “standard” HIV-2 organization and 8 of the more representative modified LTRs are sketched which only differed upstream the LEF domain.

quences for subtyping[23] through the control of gene
expression by host factors[21] illustrated the “herd evolution” as for example HIV-1 adaptation to its human
host even after independent cross-species transmissions
of SIV[24].
Global LTR organization
When considering the U3 organization, the HIV-1
standard organization (Figure 2) was generally conserved except for some noticeable cases. For example,
the HIVF12 strain showed a repetition of the SP1/3NF-êB2 domain between NF-êB2 and LEF sequences, while the HIV-1-O subtype (ANT70C and
HIM302646 strains) was modified upstream the NFêB1 sequence. The inversion of the LEF/NF-êB2 part
in the ANT70C together with the above insertion in the
HIVF12 strain revealed recombination events previously reported (e.g.[1, 8]). The HIV-2 standard organization (Figure 3) appeared well conserved from the
TATA-box to LEF domain, whereas the upstream re-

gion exhibited specific combinations between the regulatory sequences. One third of the studied LTRs presented an extra USF box between NF-êB and LEF
without noticeable connection with virulence. The global organization of HIV-1 and HIV-2 LTRs was generally maintained when the modifications occurred after the NF-êB/LEF proximal region. They consisted
mostly in discrepancies in the position and the number
of occurrences of ETs1, LEF and USF distal domains.
Only a few overlaps were noticed indicating that the
evolution is still ongoing: the more overlaps, the less the
structure can evolve.
For the simian viruses, the standard organization
was noted only for Macaque and Sooty Mangabey ones,
which represented 85% and 42% of the studied LTRs,
respectively (Figures 4 to 7). More complex were the
observations for the other simian viruses as many divergences were revealed inside the species. The general organization was conserved from TATA-box to NF-
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Figure 4 : Scheme of the Chimpanzee virus LTRs. See legend Figure 2. All the studied LTR organizations are shown.

Figure 5 : Schemes of Macaque and Sooty-Mangabey viruses LTRs. See legend Figure 2. All the studied LTR organizations
are shown.
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Figure 6 : Schemes of Mandrill and Syke’s LTRs. See legend Figure 2. All the studied LTR organizations are shown.

êB1 with minor modifications and then specific structures intervened upstream. The CPZ viruses were related to the HIV-1s (Figure 4) while the Macaque,
Sooty Mangabey, Mandrill (either mnd1 or 2 subtypes)
and Syke’s viruses were to HIV-2s (Figures 5 and 6).
The Syke’s viruses presented two SP1/1 sequences
framing either a SP1/2 or a SP1/3 one and they exhibited typical inverted NF-êB/USF domains (Figure 6).
AGM viruses offered the most diversified structure revealing differences between the four host sub-species
(Figure 7A and B). Generally the host specificity was
clearly noticed : Sabaeus (SAB 1C, SIU 21093, SIU
04008-04015) and Tantalus (SIU 58991, SIU 04016)
on Figure 7A, Grivet (SIU 040006, 04007) and Vervet
(SIU 04017, SIVAGM3, SIVAGM155) on Figure 7B
but some strains had a common organization as
SIVREV (Sabaeus) and SIVAGM90 (Vervet) without
particular host specificity (Figure 7B). This recalled the
AGM viruses subtyping reported by Jin et al[25]. Such
LTRs showed a highly variable organization sometimes

host-specific or belonging either to HIV-1, HIV-2 or
both, which could imply a dual mapping organization.
Specificity of simian LTR organization
On the whole, it was clear that each simian virus
owned a promoter presenting a characteristic organization for SP1 and NF-êB domains (TABLE 3). The
SP1 domain was generally triplicated and the NF-êB
duplicated as in HIV-1s and HIV-2s. When referring
to Figures 2 to 7, these sites presented a variable distribution of SP1/1, SP1/2 and SP1/3 or NF-êB1 and NFêB2. Three SP1 sequences were found in CPZ (sometimes only two), Sooty Mangabey, Syke’s and AGM
viruses. The latter had a large range of exceptions with
4, 2 or 1 SP1 sites. The Macaque viruses exhibited
only two SP1 sequences when the Mandrill viruses had
mainly one. The NF-êB2 sequences were duplicated in
CPZ, Mandrill and AGM viruses, which sometimes
presented a single NF-êB2 site or a classical NF-êB1
plus NF-êB2 organization for the Y00295 AGM virus
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Figure 7 : Scheme of African Green Monkey LTRs. See legend Figure 2. All the studied LTR organizations are shown.

(former RESIVAXX). However, the latter result corresponding to a mixed organization between AGM and
Macaque viruses may be linked to the production of
virions after an infection of AGM with a Macaque virus[26]. Such organization was seen for the Sooty
Mangabey viruses which exceptionally showed one or
two extra NF-êB2 sequences. The Macaque viruses
usually exhibited two NF-êB1 plus one NF-êB2 sites,
but sometimes had the opposite organization with one
NF-êB1 and two NF-êB2 sites (SIU 72748 strain). The
DQ 201172-74 strains presented a double NF-êB1
plus a double NF-êB2 adjacent positions. The Syke’s
viruses showed NF-êB1 plus NF-êB2 or double NFêB1 sequences.
The distribution of USF, LEF and Ets1 domains
was difficult to unravel, the number and the position
varying highly in each viral category and from a category to another one. One should note that some con-

stant model was maintained in spite of the variations.
As an example, the Macaque viruses LTR presented
variations only after the third NF-êB sequence. The
total length between this NF-êB and the last detected
sequence was globally constant when considering the
different regulatory sequences and spacers, (Figure 5).
These observations plus the sequence overlappings emphasized the genomic reshaping occurring in that region, which was also seen for the other simian viruses,
the Syke’s one being the simplest. Nevertheless, AGM
viruses exhibited the most divergent organization (Figure 7) when a nearly similar number of LTRs were analyzed for Macaque and AGM viruses. The limiting factor of these studies was the number of retrieved LTR
nucleotidic sequences, especially for Mandrill and
Syke’s viruses.
Regulatory domain organization and virulence
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Figure 8 : Proposal for primate lentivirus evolution
TABLE 3 : Distribution of SP1 and NF-ÊB in simian viruses
LTRs. Numbers represent the major frequencies of SP1 and
NF-ÊB detection, the minor ones being indicated in
parentheses.
Regulatory Sequences
Simian Viruses
Chimpanzee
Macaque
Sooty Mangabey
Mandrill
Sykes’s
African Green Monkey

NF-KB

SP 1

2(1 or 3)
3 (4)
2 or 3 (4)
2 or 1
2 (0)
2 or 1

3 (2)
2
3
1 (2)
3
3 (1, 2 or 4)

Our results indicated that the LTRs are under a permanent recombination process. However any reshaping obtained should always be functional and present a
maximal efficiency. In spite of these structural modifications, the global length of the enhancer domain was
maintained when only the viable and major structures
were detected, which biased the statistical interpretations. From another point of view, it was difficult to
establish the relationship between both the number and
type of the regulatory sequences and the subsequent
infectivity of the considered viruses up to their clinical
consequences. As an example of such complexity analysis, the Sooty Mangabey AF077017 that presented a
“standard organization” (Figure 5) has been described
as a neuropathogenic strain[27] when the other “standard” virus SIVMM 251 appeared to be non-pathogenic[26].
The increased number of NF-êB domains has been
suggested to augment the viral virulence. For example,

the Sooty Mangabey PBj14 strain (SIVSMMPBJA)
which presented three NF-êB sites induced an acute
immunodeficiency disease[28] and the PBj6.6 (SIV6p6,
5’) one which had four NF-êB sites appeared as acutely
lethal[29]. On the other hand, it is worth noting the HIV1 HIVF12 which presented a duplicated SP1/3-NFêB/1-NF-êB/2 region has been described as a nonproducer clone which did not release particles in the
medium[30]. This can indicate a specific behavior related to the host (human or not). It must be connected
to the fact that a SIVmac was able to replicate in absence of the core enhancer[31] when it was not possible
for a human virus type 1 or 2 to do so[32, 33]. These facts
raised the question of adaptive changes in simian viruses to confer pathogenicity in humans (reviewed in[24,
34]
). They reinforced the numerous data observed for a
host-virus adaptation during cross-infections with simian viruses. Studies on virulence mainly involve regulatory sequences and associated proteins of the proximal
promoter. However the viral expression is the result of
complex cascade-combinations in which the distal promoter plays important roles as in host specificity and
virus-host interactions.
Leading to a model of putative evolution
The difficulty to build lentiviral phylogenetic trees
currently reported in the literature was due particularly to multiple-originated genomic segments or nonsatisfactory computing methods. The mosaic recombinant viral structure was early considered as making
complex the establishment of evolution trees depending on the genomic segment origin[6, 35-40]. Moreover,
recombination should induce loss of phylogenetic information[9, 10]. Another difficulty was the choice of
computing methods which can underestimate the variants[41] and also be time-consuming[42]. The main problem concerns the composition of databases[43] and their
definition as the choice of parameters used for computation[44-46]. The methods can lead to false positive
rate[47], incoherent data[3], underscore variants by ignoring some recombinations in phylogenetic analysis[48]
or even incomplete data interpretation[5, 49, 50] as the
recombinating HIV-1 genomes contained segments
that cannot be classified[10, 51].
The approach considered in this paper gave to understand about the discriminating process leading to the
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dual characteristics described below and observed for
example in the AGM viruses. The literature reported
that recombinant segments bore less phylogenetic information than non-recombinant one[10]. Consequently,
it was necessary to build evolution studies on stable
domains which have to be necessarily conserved. So,
the data reported in TABLE 1 and Figure 1 were relevant to both the viral sequences and the viral host, the
combination of these criteria establishing viral identifiers. The HIV-1s and HIV-2s well-defined strains generally showed sequences according to their type with
some exceptions, mainly for HIV-1-Os. As to the simian viruses, Macaque, Sooty Mangabey, Mandrill and
Syke’s mostly exhibited HIV-2 sequences when CPZ
and AGM presented mixed forms. Some differences
occurred for the TATA box that could belong either to
HIV-1, HIV-2 or rarely to both, the areas being proportional to the percentage of the respective detections.
Moreover, CPZ and AGM viruses clearly displayed a
dual HIV-1 and HIV-2 structure as they owned regulatory sequences of the two types. The duality concerned both the nature of sequences itself (e.g. SP1/2
for HIV-1 and HIV-2) and the presence of only one
type of sequences (e.g. SP1/3 for HIV-1 and NF-êB1
for HIV-2).
CPZ and HIV-1-O viruses exhibited expected
very similar schemes and this can lead to consider the
HIV-1-Os as an evolution step between CPZ and
HIV-1s. It was worth noting the similarity of these
profiles with the AGM one (TABLE 1 and Figure 1).
These results led us to present the data under three
different groups showing a distribution according to
three evolution potentialities. A first one exhibited the
intermediate position of the HIV-1-O between HIV1 and CPZ viruses. Another group reported the HIV2 type and connected simian viruses. The in-between
one revealed simian viruses with variable connections:
i.e. the AGM viruses had ambivalent HIV-1/HIV-2
sequences while in Sooty Mangabey viruses HIV-2
sequences predominated. The interpretation of Syke’s
viruses was difficult due to their low number of retrieved sequences.
The viruses had U3 conserved sequences which
can belong either to one or several types. Their high
level of coexistence in the AGM viruses showed that
they could represent a primary stage in the constitu-

tion of the present lentiviral genomes. This led us to
suggest in Figure 8 a model for putative evolution from
simian to human lentiviruses. We took into account
the number of regulatory sequences that could be attributed to both types and the amount of the highlypotentially evolutive dual ones. As the evolutions did
not concern individual viruses, the way of representation was to evoke inside circles the group or “herd”
evolutions. The notions of reservoir, mosaic virus and
quasi-species rendered contradictory the classical
phylogenetic results. The continuous recombinating genome reshaping permitted the emergence of new
lentiviral forms from which the only viable ones were
conserved. Consequently, the ensuing produced viruses predominantly appertained to one of the families of the evolutional branch from which they emanated[6]. A strain cannot produce a simple progeny
which can have consequently several direct ancestors[10]. This orientation should be directed by the selective pressure due to the homeostasis of the contaminated organism. Deep recombinations could eventually allow the issue of new virulent strains and even
new viral families. All these criteria led us to consider
the AGM group as the common ancestral one from
which evolved the other lentiviruses. The HIV-1 branch
could have originated through CPZ and HIV-1-O viruses. Alternatively, considering the dual sequences, a
branch could have led to other simian viruses and HIV2s with the Sooty-Mangabey viral group as possible
intermediate common ancestral group.
CONCLUSIONS
The general scheme of the LTRs was conserved
due to the selective pressure which directs the emergence of infecting strains in spite of multiple intra- and/
or inter-LTR recombinations. The present study evidenced that AGM viruses could be distinguished from
other simian ones, since they bore sequences belonging both to HIV-1 and HIV-2 viruses in the LTR core
promoter that governs the viral expression. Moreover,
as proposed in Figure 8, the AGMs can be considered as the common ancestral group of simian and
human lentiviruses. This confirmed the sub-typing we
showed when considering the CLS that evidenced alldirectional cross-evolutions for all mammal
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lentiviruses[8], which was in agreement with many studies on simian and human lentiviruses. For example,
CPZ/HIV-1 lineage could be not obviously specific[52]
and Mandrill’s SIVmnd-2 resulted from ancient recombinations between the Mandrill’s SIVmnd-1 and
Red-Capped Mangabey’s SIVrcm[53]. The AGMs,
which represent the largest reservoir of SIVs[54], also
followed the host-adaptation phenomenon[55] using for
instance the CXCR4 co-receptor to enter the human
cells[56]. On the other hand the serum from Syke’s virus-positive monkey immunoprecipitated env antigens
from HIV-1 as well as from HIV-2, SIVmm and
SIVagm[57]. The assumption of ancestral sequences
expressed only for AGM viruses[58] was strengthened
by the dual HIV-1/HIV-2 organization or by the common Sabaeus/REV-Vervet/AGM90 common structure as examples reported in this paper. Jin et al[25]
and Sharp et al[59] also proposed a specific host-dependent evolution from common ancestor.
However, different interpretations and corrections
to the evolution proposals appeared in the literature :
an underestimation of the evolution clock[25], the observation that AGM viruses co-divergence does not
follow the host evolution and possibly reaches to other
simian viruses[58], the supposition that CPZ and human lentiviruses could derive from lentiviruses infecting other hosts[60], the assumption of a similar evolution rate for human and simian viruses[61], as examples.
These considerations extended the general concept
of lentiviral evolution including host-dependent evolution[62], independent cross-species transmissions[63, 64]
or recombination events involving divergent lentiviruses
in the distant past[65]. Such facts are related to the notion of “herd evolution” inducing a phenotypic heterogeneity due to the genomic multistability, which can
be influenced by numerous factors as environmental
conditions inside or outside the host. Consequently,
based on these findings we can consider that AGM
viruses correspond to an important evolution crossroad pointing to common ancestral sequences for
lentiviruses and particularly for HIV-1 and HIV-2
groups.
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